Abstract. Cardiomyocyte intercalated disks of δ-sarcoglycan-deficient cardiomyopathic hamsters (CMPHs) exhibit a pathological accumulation of the N-cadherin/catenin complex. CMPHs fed with an α-linolenic acid (ALA)-enriched diet (CMPH/FS) display an extended longevity compared to those fed with a standard diet (CMPH/PT) owing to, among others, the amelioration of both cardiac tissue structure and myocardial function. The present investigation was aimed at evaluating whether and to what extent the ALA-enriched diet affects the remodeling of CMPH cardiomyocyte intercalated disks and the expression of molecules, including N-cadherin, catenins and connexin 43 (CX43), involved in their organization. Western blot and immunohistochemical analysis demonstrated that the expression of N-cadherin, α- and β-catenin is significantly reduced in cardiomyocyte intercalated disks of CMPH/FS vs. CMPH/PT and is lowered to levels similar to those found in healthy hamsters (GSH/PT), as well as transmission electron microscopy indicated that the cardiomyocyte intercalated disk ultrastructure is also re-established in CMPH/FS. In addition, the delocalization of CX43 as well as the presence of gap junctions were detectable at the lateral plasmamembrane of CMPH/FS cardiomyocytes, while the expression of myocardial CX43 was markedly reduced in both CMPH/PT and CMPH/FS, as compared to GSH/PT. Collectively, the present results demonstrate a substantial effect of an ALA-enriched diet on cardiomyocyte intercalated disk structure and molecular composition and further supports the beneficial effects of ω-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids in the prevention of potentially dangerous arrhythmias in cardiac diseases.
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Introduction

Cardiomyocyte intercalated disks are cell structures containing molecular complexes that play a fundamental role in the anchorage of the myofibrillar apparatus and cytoskeleton to the plasmamembrane as well as in cardiac impulse propagation (1-3). Three different types of specialized junctions are contained within the intercalated disks: adherens junctions, desmosomes and gap junctions (1-4). The adherens junctions connect the plasmamembrane to the actin cytoskeleton and ensure solid cell adhesion (1-4). Components of cardiomyocyte adherens junctions include a) N-cadherin, a transmembrane protein responsible for homophilic cell to cell adhesion, b) α-, β- and γ-catenin, which bind the cytoplasmic tail of N-cadherin and are implicated in signaling, and c) catenin-related proteins, such as vinculin and α-actinin (3,5-8). Desmosomes are multi-protein structures composed of cadherins, plakophilins and plakins, that support structural and functional integrity between adjacent cardiomyocytes, participate in signal transduction pathways and may transmit force between cardiomyocytes (9). Gap junctions ensure the electrical coupling and metabolic signal transduction through proteins of the connexin family, among which connexin 43 (CX43) is the main isoform present in the working myocardium (10,11). The mutation or deficiency of the adherens junction components cause cardiomyopathies (9,12-15).

The Syrian δ-sarcoglycan-deficient hamster (UMX7.1 strain) is an extensively used animal model of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (16-21). Sarcoglycans are members of the sarcolemmal dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC) that links cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix. The integrity of DGC is essential for the viability of muscle cells and defects of its components generate sarcolemmal instability leading to cardiomyocyte damage and necrosis (18). In δ-sarcoglycan-deficient hamsters (CMPHs), the cardiomyocyte/basal membrane junction was perturbed and intercalated disks deranged with concomitant substantial accumulation of N-
cadherin and β-catenin (21). In addition, a moderate increase in α-catenin, but not in γ-catenin, was observed (21). In a recent study, most of the δ-sarcoglycan deficiency-related cardiac damage was prevented by feeding CMPHs from weaning to death with an α-linolenic acid (ALA)-enriched diet; as a consequence, CMPHs displayed a longer survival as compared to those fed with a standard diet (293±144.8 vs. 175±56 days) (20). The present study was, thus, aimed at evaluating whether and to what extent the ALA-enriched diet can affect the remodeling of hamster intercalated disks and the expression of molecules, including N-cadherin, catenins and connexin 43, involved in their organization.

Materials and methods

Animal model and dietary treatment. CMPHs (strain UM-X7.1), carrying a δ-sarcoglycan (SG) gene deletion, were used and compared with healthy Golden Syrian hamsters (GSHs) bred under the same conditions. Three different groups of hamsters were evaluated: CMPHs and GSHs fed with a standard pellet chow diet (PT) (Rieper, Bolzano, Italy) and CMPH fed with an ALA-enriched diet (flaxseeds, apples and carrots; FS) as previously described (20). Hamsters, aged 150 days, were anesthetized with urethane (400 mg/kg i.p.) and sacrificed. Ventricles were rapidly excised, washed in cold PBS 1X, pH 7.4, weighed, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80˚C until use. Alternatively, ventricles were processed for light or electron microscopy as described below. All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the ‘Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals’ of the National Institutes of Health and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Rome ‘Tor Vergata’.

Western blot analysis. The electrophoresis of myocardium homogenates (100 μg protein/lane) from individual hamster heart (n=5 for each experimental group) was carried out in denaturing NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris-gels (Invitrogen, Italy), as previously described (22). Western blot filters were incubated with polyclonal antibodies against N-cadherin, α-, β-, γ-catenin (Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and connexin 43 (Sigma-Aldrich, MI, USA) and then developed with a Supersignal West Pico chemiluminescence kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Equal loading and transfer of proteins was verified by Ponceau red staining of the filters. The intensity of the specific bands was evaluated using the Pro-Image 1.62 software, after blot scanning with an HP scanjet 4890 scanner, and expressed as densitometric units (D.U.) after normalization to the house-keeping internal controls (21,23).

Immunohistochemistry. Hearts (n=5 for each experimental group) from 150-day old GSH/PT, CMPH/PT and CMPH/FS were excised and fixed overnight in 4%-buffered formalin. Hearts (n=2) from 20-day old CMPH/PT were also included in the analysis. After paraffin embedding, each sample was dissected into 5-μm sections. Myocardial sections were then analysed for the reactivity to the specific polyclonal antibodies (1 μg/ml). Antigen-antibody complexes were visualised by 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole (AEC) reaction as previously described (24,25), using hematoxylin for counterstaining. Each observation was repeated twice. Staining intensity was semiquantitatively classified as negative (-), weak (+), moderate (++) and high (+++/+++). No reactivity was observed when primary antibodies were replaced with normal rabbit serum.

Histopathology and ultrastructural analysis. Light microscopy and ultrastructural analyses were performed on myocardium fragments fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS pH 7.4. The samples were processed for transmission electron microscopy as previously described (26). For light microscopy, semithin sections were stained with toluidine blue, according to routine
procedures. Each observation was repeated twice using samples from three animals per each experimental group.

Statistical analysis. Associations among categorical variables were evaluated using Fisher's exact test and were considered significant at p-values ≤0.05. Band densitometric values were compared using Student's t-test.

Results

N-cadherin/catenin complex accumulation in the cardiomyocyte intercalated disks of CMPH/FS vs. CMPH/PT. The N-cadherin and catenins expression levels in 150-day old CMPH/PT vs. CMPH/FS were assessed by Western blot analysis on myocardium homogenates from five individual hearts. Age-matched control hamsters (GSH/PT) were also included in the analysis. Fig. 1A shows a representative experiment of N-cadherin, α-, β-, and γ-catenin detection by Western blotting, while Fig. 1B displays the densitometric units value (D.U.) average obtained in immunoblot experiments. The results confirm that, in CMPH/PT vs. GSH/PT hearts, a higher expression level of N-cadherin (174 vs. 119 D.U.; p=0.0098), α-catenin (146 vs. 97 D.U.; p=0.0012) and β-catenin (164 vs. 80 D.U.; p<0.0001) is detectable, whereas γ-catenin expression is unmodified. A substantial reduction from 174 to 127 D.U. (p=0.019), 146 to 119 D.U. (p=0.022) and 164 to 96 D.U. (p=0.0002), respectively, affected the increased expression of N-cadherin, α- and β-catenin in CMPH/FS when compared with CMPH/PT hearts.

The expression of the N-cadherin/catenin complex was further evaluated by immunohistochemical analysis. A representative experiment of N-cadherin, α-, β-, and γ-catenin immunostaining is shown in Fig. 2, while the results from repeated observations are summarized in Table I. Consistently with the immunoblot analysis, immunohistochemical results demonstrated that N-cadherin/catenin complex molecules are differentially expressed in cardiomyocyte intercalated disks of CMPH/PT vs. CMPH/FS. In particular, the N-cadherin expression was significantly decreased in the intercalated disks of 150-day old CMPH/FS (p=0.0079), as compared to the augmented expression in the intercalated disks of CMPH/PT hearts. Similarly, both α- and β-catenin, accumulated along with N-cadherin in the intercalated disks of CMPH/PT as compared to GSH/PT, showed reduced expression levels in CMPH/FS: the α-catenin expression decreased to levels similar to those
Table I. Immunohistochemical expression of N-cadherin/catenins complex molecules and connexin 43 in GSH/PT, CMPH/PT and CMPH/FS intercalated disks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GSH/PT (n. 5)</th>
<th>CMPH/PT (n. 5)</th>
<th>CMPH/FS (n. 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercalated disks</td>
<td>Intercalated disks</td>
<td>Intercalated disks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staining intensity</td>
<td>staining intensity</td>
<td>staining intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-cadherin</td>
<td>± 5 0 0 0</td>
<td>± 0 0 5 0</td>
<td>± 0 5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-catenin</td>
<td>± 5 0 0 0</td>
<td>± 0 0 5 0</td>
<td>± 0 5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-catenin</td>
<td>± 5 0 0 0</td>
<td>± 0 0 5 0</td>
<td>± 0 5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ-catenin</td>
<td>± 5 0 0 0</td>
<td>± 0 0 5 0</td>
<td>± 0 5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connexin 43</td>
<td>0 0 5 0 0 5</td>
<td>0 5 0 0 5 0</td>
<td>0 5 0 0 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connexin 43</td>
<td>5/5 0/5 5/5</td>
<td>5/5 0/5 5/5</td>
<td>5/5 0/5 5/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ap=0.0079 CMPH/FS vs. CMPH/PT, Fisher’s exact test; bp=0.0079 CMPH/FS vs. CMPH/PT, Fisher’s exact test; cp=0.0079 CMPH/FS vs. CMPH/PT, Fisher’s exact test. dLocalization restricted to intercalated disks. eIntercalated disks plus lateral cell borders localization. fp=0.0039 CMPH/FS (B) vs. CMPH/PT (B), Fisher’s exact test.

Figure 3. Intercalated disk remodeling in hamsters fed with ALA-enriched diet. Intercalated disk ultrastructure (lengthwise cut) in two representative hearts (A and B) from GSH/PT, CMPH/PT and CMPH/FS. In intercalated disks of healthy GSH/PT it is possible to distinguish the periodicity of adherens junctions (white arrows), desmosomes (black arrows) and gap junctions (arrowheads). This ordered organization is lost in the intercalated disks of CMPH/PT, which appear chaotically located and structurally swirling, but is restored in the hearts from CMPH/FS, in which the periodicity of adherens junctions (white arrows), desmosomes (black arrows) and gap junctions (arrowheads), is again distinguishable. Original magnification: x15500.
found in GSH/PT (p=0.0079), while β-catenin reduced its expression from high to moderate (p=0.0079). γ-catenin immunostaining was similar in 150-day old CMPH/PT and CMPH/FS, thus corroborating the results obtained by Western blot analysis.

The impairment of CMPH intercalated disk ultrastructure is counteracted by the ALA-enriched diet. Representative pictures of GSH/PT, CMPH/PT and CMPH/FS intercalated disks by transmission electron microscopy are shown in Fig. 3. In CMPH/PT, the intercalated disks are chaotically located, structurally redundant, swirling, and lacking the typical periodicity of their structural components including desmosomes, adherens and gap junctions. Conversely, intercalated disks of CMPH/FS closely resemble the structure of those found in GSH/PT healthy hearts. CMPH/FS intercalated disks are characterized by an undulating double membrane separating two adjacent cardiomyocytes and the three types of specialised junctions, including desmosomes, adherens and gap junctions, are readily recognizable. On the whole, the ALA-enriched diet demonstrates its effects in counteracting the pathological alterations typically found in CMPH intercalated disks at the ultrastructural level, as well as at the molecular level.

Delocalization of connexin 43 on the lateral plasmalemma by the ALA-enriched diet. Among the different connexins, at least four (CX37, CX40, CX43 and CX45) are found in the heart. Within this group, CX43 is the major isoform expressed in cardiomyocytes. The n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids are able to modulate the astrocyte membrane fatty acid composition and affect gap junction function (27). In order to determine the potential effects of the ALA-enriched diet on the CX43 expression level and distribution in the hearts of CMPH/PT vs. CMPH/FS, myocardium homogenates and tissue sections were subjected to Western blot and immunohistochemical analysis, respectively. Hearts from GSH/PT were included in these experiments as controls. Fig. 4A shows a representative Western blot, in which the myocardial expression of CX43 was significantly reduced in CMPH/PT, as compared to GSH/PT (p=0.0079), while β-catenin reduced its expression from high to moderate (p=0.0079). γ-catenin immunostaining was similar in 150-day old CMPH/PT and CMPH/FS, thus corroborating the results obtained by Western blot analysis.
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Figure 5. Junctional complexes at the lateral border of CMPH/FS cardio-
myocytes. Presence of junctional complexes including gap junctions
(arrowheads) and desmosomes (arrows) outside the intercalated disks, at
the lateral CMPH/FS cardiomyocyte border (lengthwise cut). Transmission
electron microscopy. Original magnification: A: x21000, B: x28500, C:
x52000.

Discussion

Marine- and plant-derived polyunsaturated n-3 fatty acid (PUFA) dietary consumption is beneficial for patients
affected by cardiovascular diseases (28-36). However, the mechanisms through which these fatty acids exert their
effects on the cardiovascular system remain to be elucidated. Anti-arythmic as well as anti-inflammatory and anti-
 thrombogenic mechanisms have been proposed, but none exhaustively explains PUFA effects. It has been
 demonstrated that PUFA's show an overall plasmalemma protection

in hereditary cardiomyopathic animals with widespread
cardiomyocyte damage. As a consequence of the PUFA
administration, most of the transmembrane proteins
preserved their physiological expression and location and the
intracellular signalling and gene expression were maintained
within the normal range. The ultimate consequence was that
the diet-treated-animals were no longer affected by heart
failure and their longevity was extraordinarily extended: when
all cardiomyopathic animals were deceased, >60% of the
PUFA diet-treated animals were still alive and apparently
healthy (20). Conceivably, all previously reported effects,
such as the anti-arythmic and anti-inflammatory effects,
should be considered as consequence of the regularization of
the cell signalling induced by PUFA's. Therefore, the
elucidation of the PUFA's modulatory capability in respect to
the cardiomyocyte intracellular signalling is prerequisite to
assess the actual cardioprotective potential and to envisage a
controlled and efficient use in clinical practice.

Among the most important intracellular signalling cascades
is the cadherin/catenin complex (CCC). CCC has a dual role:
it provides nuclei with some of the most important signals
from the external side of the membrane, and acts as a
fundamental adhesion mechanism among cells. In particular,
the β-catenin interacts with cadherin in the adhesion
processes and, interrelating with the Wnt/Wingless signalling
cascade, associates with the LEF/TCF transcription factor in
the nucleus (37). In a previous study, an abnormal accumu-
lation of the N-cadherin/catenin complex was detected in the
cardiomyocyte intercalated disks of CMPH/PT (21).

The present investigation demonstrates that this abnormal
CCC accumulation can be prevented by feeding CMPHs with
a diet enriched with ALA and, thus, changing the plasmalemmal
lipid composition (20). Western blotting and immunohisto-
chemistry showed that the expression of N-cadherin, α- and
β-catenin in cardiomyocyte intercalated disks of CMPH/FS is
as low as that found in healthy hamster (GSH/PT) hearts.
In addition to the normalized CCC expression, the overall
ultrastructure of the cardiomyocyte intercalated disks is
re-established in CMPH fed the ALA-enriched diet.
Collectively, these data along with previously reported
observations (20), strongly suggest that, modifying the
plasmalemmal lipid composition by increasing the relative
presence of ALA and of self-synthesized EPA (20), cardi-
myocytes display an augmented capability to counteract major
events perturbing its physical and functional integrity, such as
the deletion of the δ-sarcoglycan, a protein contributing to
stabilize cell/cell contacts (17,18). As a consequence, an
improvement of major intracellular signalling cascades may
occur and counteract the appearance of the cell, tissue and
organ pathological features. However, ALA is not able to
reconstitute ad integrum the cell structure and function.
Consistently, in CMPH/FS, the CX43 myocardial expression,
that is substantially reduced in CMPH/PT as compared to
healthy GSH/PT, is not restored to normal levels. In addition,
the CX43 expression is peculiarly delocalized on the lateral
plasmamembrane of cardiomyocytes, while gap junctions are
present between the lateral borders of adjacent cardiomyocytes
of ALA-fed CMPHs.

Although CX43 is not required for the organization of
intercalated disk adhesive junctions in adult cardiomyocytes
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On the whole, this study demonstrates a substantial effect of an ALA-enriched diet on cardiomyocyte intercalated disk structure and molecular composition and further supports the possible role of ω-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids in the prevention of cardiac disease.
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